MANIFESTO
I, Mukul Jangid (160100067), contesting for the post of Institute Dance Secretary, if elected, aim to
do the following:
INITIATIVES
● Introduce skeleton choreo-jamming sessions to optimize the sets of choreographies
REFORMS
Introductory Session:
● Develop a concept performance portraying ‘Life of a Fresher’, incorporating various dance styles
to present dance genre in an attractive and more indulging manner to the upcoming freshers
Dance Mania:
● Revamping the rules by adding an all sophomore section in the performance to ensure increased
sophomore participation and learning in the competition
Workshops and Jammings:
● Conduct multiple workshops in common areas of PG Hostels to increase the involvement of PGs
● Reintroduce cypher sessions after every jamming sessions and launch videos under ‘Hustle Series’,
to improve participation in cypher, develop improv skills and promote its culture in the institute
Miscellaneous:
● Conduct a Zumba Workshop in collaboration with IITB Sports to revive Zumba culture in dance
● Shoot and produce dance music videos in collaboration with SilverScreen to promote inter-genre
collaborations and introduce new genres in videos
Weekend InSync:
 Conduct a series of informal events including photoshoot, jamming sessions and open battle
CONSOLIDATIONS
Thematic Dance Production:
● Develop an Annual Thematic Production with the help of a professional to enhance the culture
of Contemporary and Classical dance forms and increase participation in competitions
Infrastructure:
● Conduct repair of mirrors and ballet barre in SAC dance room to ensure safe premises
● Construct a trophy cabinet in SAC dance room to display all the achievements of the club
● Propose to buy knee pads and camera for regular use in dance events
GYRATIONS
● Ensure thorough discussion and transparency over GC rules and information regarding judges
and practice slots to every hostel
● Ensure distribution of awards to the top five positions to recognize the efforts of hostels in GC
CREDENTIALS
● Cultural Secretary, Hostel 15 |2016-2017
● Coordinator, Competitions | Mood Indigo 2017
● Represented IIT Bombay at 2nd Inter IIT cultural meet and won overall dance trophy

